
 

 

 

Running ClientConnect on a Mac 
 

ClientConnect is a Windows application; however it can be successfully used on a Mac, 
provided it is run within a Windows Virtual Machine on the Mac.  You do this by using 
additional software such as Parallels, VM Ware or Boot Camp and a Windows Licence to 
‘reproduce’ the Windows environment within the Mac.   
 
If you are unfamiliar with creating a Windows virtual machine on the Mac then we 
recommend you enlist the help of your Mac dealer for more details on how this works.  It is 
a common practice as many business systems software vendors develop only for the 
Windows platform simply due to the market share Microsoft enjoys. 

 

Technical Overview 

Software such as Parallels, VM Ware or Boot Camp is installed onto the Mac, which creates a Virtual 
Machine.  Microsoft Windows is then installed onto this Virtual Machine and configured to your individual 
set up and requirements.  (You may also wish to install Microsoft Office if you would like to take 
advantage of ClientConnect’s features that are integrated with Excel and Word).  Once the Windows 
environment is successfully established, ClientConnect is then installed and configured as per normal.  You 
then launch Parallels or VM Ware and then ClientConnect.  
 
Mac OS X v10.5 and later includes Boot Camp that lets you run Microsoft Windows.  With Boot Camp you 
have the restriction where you have to decide whether to boot the system as either Mac OS or Windows.

 

Support from PulseTec Solutions is available to assist with any questions or issues you may 
have in relation to the installation and maintenance of ClientConnect.  Simply call 1300-802-
377 or email support@pulsetecsolutions.com  

Due to the number of variations in machine and network configurations, we do not offer 
technical expertise to assist with the setup of the Mac and Virtual Machine environments. 

If you would like to know more about using Virtual Machines in a Mac environment, contact 
your Mac dealer or visit: 

For more information on Parallels visit http://www.parallels.com/au/ 
 
For more information on VMware visit http://www.vmware/com 
 
For more information on Boot Camp visit http://support.apple.com/kb/ht1461   
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